Abstract-We propose a method to learn a diverse collection of discriminative parts from object bounding box annotations. Part detectors can be trained and applied individually, which simplifies learning and extension to new features or categories. We apply the parts to object category detection, pooling part detections within bottom-up proposed regions and using a boosted classifier with proposed sigmoid weak learners for scoring. On PASCAL VOC2010, we evaluate the part detectors' ability to discriminate and localize annotated keypoints and their effectiveness in detecting object categories.
Each part detector is discriminative. Relevant pieces of the object should score higher than the large majority of background patches. Each part detector localizes a specific piece of the object or the whole object in a particular viewpoint. Parts should be predictive of pose. The set of parts should cover the object examples. At least one part detector should confidently localize each object example.
In the long run, we are interested in learning a large number of object category and attribute predictors using shared parts. We want to be able to add new part detectors incrementally without retraining existing models. To facilitate transfer learning, we want part detectors that can be applied individually and avoid structured models such as the Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [3] that require joint inference. In this paper, we focus on how to effectively learn individual part detectors and leave incremental and transfer learning as future works.
Our main challenge is to simultaneously discover which pieces of examples belong together and to learn their appearance model. Our strategy (illustrated in Fig. 2 ) is to propose a large number of initial part models, each trained with a single positive example (Section 3.2). Based on measured discriminative power on validation examples, the system selects a subset of part models for refinement, aiming to maximize the discrimination and coverage of the collection of parts (Section 3.3). Since parts trained on one example tend to perform poorly, we improve them by searching for patches within the training object examples that are likely to correspond (Section 3.4). For example, after training an exemplar part model that corresponds to the right side of a particular dog's face, we search within other "dog" examples for the side of the face in the same pose. Finding such examples is difficult because many examples are not applicable (e.g., a frontal view of a dog), and, even if the part is present, the detector may incorrectly localize. Including patches that do not correspond decreases localization and/or discrimination of the parts model. We experiment with criteria for selecting additional examples based on detector score and spatial consistency and find that a simple method of incrementally adding new example parts based on detector score alone is most effective for deformable objects, while the spatial consistency is helpful for more rigid objects.
We propose several criteria for evaluating a collection of part detectors in terms of the discrimination of parts individually, the coverage of object examples, the predictiveness of manually labeled keypoints on objects (these keypoints are not used in training), and the collective discrimination in terms of object detection performance (Section 6). We compare to Poselet-style [4] part learning (using ground truth keypoint annotations) and deformable parts models. Our evaluation methods may be useful for other researchers attempting to develop and validate part learning.
To evaluate parts in terms of object detection performance, we need a method to localize and score an object region using the part detectors. Although not the focus of our paper, we show competitive performance on many categories using a simple method that pools part responses over proposed object regions with a boosting classifier (Section 4). We further demonstrate the independence of our learned parts by sharing them between similar categories to further improve performance. We evaluate on PASCAL VOC2010 using the standard criteria and a criteria that ignores localization errors.
RELATED WORK

Discovering Local Patterns
Within a short time frame, many approaches were proposed to discover part or patch models in an unsupervised or loosely supervised setting, mainly for image categorization. Each method follows the same basic process as ours: propose a large number of candidate models; refine by iteratively selecting examples to belong to each model and fit parameters to those examples; select a subset of models for use in prediction. One key difference in our work is that our models are learned from object bounding box annotations, rather than unsupervised or from image labels, and we are the first to demonstrate effective part localization and category detection from loosely supervised part detectors.
Singh et al. [5] propose an unsupervised approach. First, a large number of patches is sampled and grouped into many small clusters. The training set is then split in two parts, and a patch appearance model is alternately trained on examples from one subset and applied to find relevant examples on the other subset. Patch detection models that provide high detection scores for a small number of patches are selected as useful for scene representation. The learned patches outperform standard visual-words based approaches on the MIT Scene 67 dataset. Doersch et al. [6] extend the Singh et al. method to discriminatively cluster patches and to select patch models using image category labels, leading to substantial improvement in image classification.
Sun and Ponce [7] propose an approach that initializes patch models with a clustering step and then jointly optimize the part models to maximize discrimination with a group sparsity regularization, based on image labels. The resulting patch detectors are shown to be effective for image classification and co-segmentation.
Juneja et al. [8] initialize patch models with a template trained from a single example (selected based on image oversegmentation) and iteratively mine for new examples and train an SVM appearance model using them. Part models are selected based on an entropy-rank measure, which is qualitatively similar to a precision-recall curve, and new candidate models with overly similar weights to existing models are discarded to improve diversity.
Our technical approach is most similar to Juneja et al. [8] , which was published in the same venue as our initial paper [2] . Like them, we initialize each model with a single example, gradually gather additional training examples that fit the current model, and refine the model using them. Besides different evaluation and application settings, one difference is that we train refined models with latent SVM, rather than the LDA approximation [9] which is faster but less effective when several positive examples are available. We also select a subset of parts based on an average max precision (AMP) criterion (Section 3.3), though our experiments do not show that one criterion is consistently better than the other (Fig. 13 ).
Part-Based Object Detection
Many object detection approaches also include latent or directly supervised parts. One concise way to informally describe our work is as "unsupervised Poselets", referring to the approach by Bourdev and Malik [4] that trains part models based on annotated keypoints and uses them for detection. This is a suitable description in terms of goals, but our method does not require keypoint annotations to train parts. Our experiments also show that our approach 2 . Overview of our part-based detection. Our approach is to train a large number of part detectors with a single positive exemplar (patch or whole object), select a subset of diverse and discriminative candidates, and refine models by incorporating additional consistent training examples. Parts are used to classify bottom-up region proposals into object categories using a boosting classifier, and part predictions are used to predict the the object bounding box.
performs comparably in object keypoint prediction to our Poselet-like baseline where parts are learned from supervised keypoints. Bourdev et al. [10] later refined the approach to improve results in object detection. We compare to their approach, but our method of pooling detections that occur within proposed regions is relatively simplistic. Despite that and our lack of part supervision, our method is able to outperform Poselets for detection in some categories which may reflect the difficulty in manually defining effective correspondences.
Other competitive object detection methods [3] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] that are supervised by bounding boxes differ primarily in how they automatically organize and align examples. Strategies include training one model per exemplar [13] , discriminatively aligning and assigning whole-object examples into a moderate number of clusters [12] , clustering and aligning with subtemplates [3] , or implicitly aligning subtemplates using pyramid bag of words features [14] .
Our method learns a moderate number of part templates which may correspond to whole objects or smaller pieces of objects, and applies them without a spatial model. Our method produces a diverse collection of part detectors for detection, pose prediction, and other recognition tasks that can be trained incrementally and applied individually. By avoiding the requirement for joint training (clustering or joint learning of appearance and spatial parameters), our system simplifies extension to additional parts, features, or categories. One motivation is to produce a flexible baseline system for studying spatial models, part sharing [15] , [16] , and large-scale learning.
Object Detection with Pooled Local Features
The importance of explicit part models for object detection and analysis tasks is not yet well understood. Vedaldi et al. [14] demonstrate strong performance without explicit parts, using spatially pooled clustered patch descriptors applied to proposed bounding box regions. More recently, Girshick et al. [17] classify proposed regions using spatially pooled learned convolutional neural network (CNN) features, similar in concept though not in detail to Vedaldi et al.'s approach. Girshick et al.'s approach broadly outperforms all existing detectors that have more explicit parts models. The strong performance of [17] casts some doubt on the need for explicit correspondence when learning to recognize categories from moderate numbers of examples, but Zhang et al. [18] show that the localization provided by explicit part detectors is important for predicting attributes, even when CNN features are used. Potentially, our method could be applied to learn part models in the absence of part annotations to provide localization for more detailed analysis using CNN features.
LEARNING A COLLECTION OF PARTS
A good collection of part detectors is discriminative, welllocalized, and diverse, allowing easy distinction from other categories while accurately predicting pose and other attributes. Our method for part learning proposes a large number of exemplar-based part detectors, selects a discriminative subset with good coverage, then refines the detectors by finding matching part examples in the training set.
Modeling Part Appearance
We model the appearance of each part with a HOG template [19] . Each part's appearance is modeled as a linear classifier w 2 R n over HOG features fðlÞ for a given location l, which specifies the alignment in position, scale, and left/right flip. For a given candidate object box R, the goal of inference is to find the most likely location of each part within R: max l2LðRÞ w T fðlÞ. The set LðRÞ encodes the positions in the image that have sufficient overlap with the given candidate box subject to any transformation. The scores are computed efficiently using convolutions over a spatial pyramid of HOG cells. Our spatial pyramid is computed by convolving the HOG template over the image at 20 scales ranging from 100 to 25 percent of the original image, with 10 scales per octave. Our typical HOG templates range in area from 50 to 100 cells with maximum dimensions of 10 cells per side.
Fast Candidate Proposal
To guide the search for high quality parts, we provide a strong yet simple initialization for each part. We randomly sample at least 2,000 patches from within the windows of positive training examples and train a template to separate each from all background patches using the LDA accelerated version [9] of the exemplar-SVM [13] . We found the LDA version to perform similarly to exemplar-SVM when only one positive example is available, though full SVM training usually outperforms the LDA version when five or more examples are available. The LDA method precomputes a covariance matrix S d and background mean m d of HOG features with dimensions d that captures the statistics across all positions and scales of natural images. Given exemplar features x p for a candidate part, the template model w p is very simply computed with
Each initial template can then be used to find correspondences on other training examples that have consistent appearance.
We sample two types of candidate parts: (1) Whole object templates capture the global object appearance. Including a diverse set of whole object templates in our model allows us to capture multiple modes of appearance. We initialize one template for each positive training example. (2) Sub-window templates capture local appearance consistencies within an object. For each category, we train 2;000 templates by sampling subwindows with uniform random location and aspect ratio from within positive example bounding boxes. The width and height are constrained to be at least 25 percent that of the whole bounding box.
Selecting a Diverse Set of Candidates
To avoid refining thousands of sampled parts candidates, we introduce a procedure to select a small subset of parts that are both discriminative and complementary. Our goal is to choose a set of high precision parts such that every positive example has a strong response from at least one part detector.
We quantify these criteria with the average max precision measure. For a given collection of parts C and positive part score matrix S, where S i;p is the maximum response of the pth part on the ith example, we define
For part p, Prec p ðS i;p Þ maps a response score S i;p to its corresponding precision value from part p's PR curve. To compute part PR curves, we consider detections where the part is 80 percent contained within ground truth bounding boxes as a positive detection, omitting the object example used to train the detector. We use forward selection to iteratively choose the part that gives the greatest marginal AMP gain until no more progress can be made. The selected parts are then refined using the method in Section 3.4. For efficiency, we compute precision using a subset of 200 negative training images (and all but one object examples).
For examples of the selected parts, see Fig. 5 .
Refining Part Models by Mining New Examples
Finding other positive examples that correspond to the same part as the exemplar significantly improves the reliability of the part detector. But including irrelevant examples can cause the detector to drift from the exemplar and become incoherent, hurting the localization and detection performance of the final model. Given a set of detections on the training set, we show how to automatically decide which correspond to the same part and how to use them to improve the appearance model. We found that the simple method of incrementally including high-scoring examples works well. This process is closely related to self-paced learning from [20] , in that we both automatically select subsets of examples to improve appearance models. However, our objectives are quite different: while their method aims to find better local optima for explaining all training examples, we encourage the model to specialize to get the best fit to a subset of the training examples. Appearance Consistency Estimate. Given the current model for part p and set S pos of consistent examples (initially S pos is just the initial exemplar), we compute the probability that an example is correctly detected given the appearance score of its best-aligned location l Ã : P ðy ¼ 1jw T p fðl Ã ÞÞ. We first estimate the probability of being correct by splitting the sorted space of scores S into 20 bins and computing the fraction of correct examples in each. We then fit a sigmoid to the scores to minimize the least squared error between the sigmoid's predicted probability and the binned estimate of the probability. In practice, this estimate is more stable than Platt's method [21] (which does not using binning) for limited positive examples. Next, we update the set S pos with any examples whose new probability of being correct is greater than a threshold t, set to 0.2 in our experiments. This thresholding prunes out examples with low appearance scores, leading to more consistent models. Spatial Consistency Estimate. We also experiment with a simple spatial constraint that selects examples that are detected in the same location relative to the object bounding box, acting as a rough proxy for physical location. The location of the detection within the initial exemplar's object bounding box gives a relative offset in scale and location for the expected position of the part. After appropriate scaling, translation, and flipping, we transfer this expected part location to each positive example. Part detections with insufficient overlap (less than 0.75 intersection/union in our experiments) with the expected position are removed from the set S pos . We find that this additional spatial constraint is helpful for rigid objects, but may be too selective for highly deformable objects like cats.
Learning the Appearance. Next, we use the set S pos of consistent examples, S neg of negative examples, and the initial appearance model w p to update the appearance parameters and best location of each example. We optimize the parameters with a latent SVM coordinate descent approach [3] that iteratively infers the most likely alignments and uses the corresponding patches to retrain appearance weights, optimizing max-margin objective
Each training example is defined by three variables: A label y i 2 fÀ1; 1g, a region of support R i , and a vector of latent variables l i encoding position, scale, and left/right orientation. For positive examples (y i ¼ 1), R i corresponds to the ground truth bounding box. For negative examples (y i ¼ À1), R i corresponds to a candidate object region proposed by a method such as [22] . HðÁÞ is the hinge loss. The highest scoring latent variable l i is chosen from the set of valid locations and latent configurations LðR i Þ. We select our SVM parameters using grid search and cross-validation. An outline of our part-refinement procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. We define the function GET_CONSISTENT_-POSITIVES as the aforementioned spatial and appearance consistency tests. The function MINE_HARD_NEGATIVES mines for negative regions close to the margin. The algorithm alternates between updating the latent example parameters l i in the aforementioned two functions and w p in line 5. We conservatively train with at least M ¼ 14 and N ¼ 10. 
Optimize (2) with for new w assuming fixed l i 6: end for 7: end for 8: return current w as w ref Multiresolution Part Models. We also consider the use of multiresolution parts, similar to those described in [23] . We hypothesized that multiresolution models will help to further incorporate detailed texture-level pattern into the part detector. To do this we extract a second feature pyramid with twice the HOG filter resolution of the first. The new multiresolution feature vector is 
where f 1 ðxÞ is extracted from the exact same location and scale as f 0 , but at twice the HOG resolution.
Learning both f 0 and f 1 simultaneously from scratch is more difficult due to the increased dimensionality. We handle this by initializing f 0 to the filter learned from the single-resolution model detailed above and f 1 to zeros, then repeating the same refinement procedure on the multiresolution model. An example can be seen in Fig. 3 . Once again, training parameters are selected through cross-validation.
OBJECT DETECTION USING PARTS
While the focus of this paper is the learning of part collections, we propose a simple setup to achieve competitive object detection performance using pooling. Once the collection of part detectors are trained, we pool the responses into a final object hypothesis. We use a "bag of parts" model scored over proposed regions. To score a region, we propose a sigmoid weak learner for boosting part detections that outperforms the more common stubs.
Pooling with candidate object regions. We use the category independent object proposals of [22] to generate 500 candidate object windows for each image. This method generates the candidates using a set of binary segmentations from different seed locations, then ranks them based on a their likelihood of containing an object. For each object candidate, we infer the highest scoring alignment for each part, providing a feature vector of part responses. These responses are used to train a boosted model for each category to classify regions as explained in the next section. To avoid over-fitting, we compute leave-one-out (LOO) scores for each positive training example by retraining the classifier on all but the current image.
Scoring object regions based on part scores. Once the intermediate part detectors are learned, boosting is used to learn a comprehensive classifier over their collective responses for each region.
Boosting is used because it suits our problem characteristics. Although part detectors are individually effective, a linear classifier is not suitable here because while a highscoring response is strong evidence for an object, a low-scoring response is only weak evidence for a non-object. Further, boosting selects a sparse set of parts, potentially improving detection speed.
We construct the final classifier by boosting over smoothed binary decision stubs using a logistic loss [24] as seen in Algorithm 2. Training data X is an N by D matrix for N examples and D part features plus any auxiliary features. Each weak learner added by the boosting selects one feature and maps its values to an object score.
Algorithm 2. Boosted Decision Sigmoids
Input: Training data X, Training Labels Y 2 fÀ1; 1g, Max Iterations M, Set of weak learners H Output: Region classifier CðxÞ 1: Initialize, balance, and normalize weights v i for each example such that: P
2: for m ¼ 1; 2; :::M do 3: for all weak learners c j ðxÞ f j ðx; y; vÞ 2 H do 4:
compute the weighted logistic loss: Our weak learners are sigmoid-smoothed stub (one-level decision tree) functions. In each round of boosting, we generate a set of candidate weak learners by setting thresholds T for each feature to be evenly spaced between the least positive example and the greatest negative example. The sigmoid function is specified as provides an illustration of our sigmoid weak learner. By smoothing the stub's sharp transition boundary with the sigmoid, we aim to avoid overfitting.
A part detector may not have a valid response on an object candidate that is too small or has an incompatible aspect ratio. To handle these cases, feature values corresponding to these failed cases are assigned a don't care value DNC. Each weaklearner learns a bias output value corresponding to these examples
Latent learning. When learning, our method must select the best region for each positive example from the set of 500 pre-computed candidate proposals. We initialize learning with the highest overlapping positive region for each positive example and 30,000 random negative regions. We alternate between retraining the boosted classifier and a resampling phase where we use the current model to mine hard negatives and to reselect the highest scoring positives.
Part Sharing. Because we are ultimately interested in the transfer of parts between categories, we experiment with a simple part-sharing scheme that pools part detectors together within similarity groups. The similarity groups are similar to those defined in [25] animals: bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, person, sheep vehicles: aeroplane, boat, bus, car, train, bicycle, motorbike furniture: chair, table, sofa air objects: aeroplane, bird. If a category falls in any of the above sets, it may use the 40 part detectors from each of the other similar categories in the same set in addition to its own. For example, the chair category uses 120 part detector responses per region during the boosting stage, 40 from each category in the furniture set. Categories were grouped this way for memory and runtime efficiency. We believe the groups contain enough intercategory variance to test the algorithm's ability to pick out the useful part detectors from the pool.
IMPROVING LOCALIZATION
Our part detections are inferred without a spatial model, so nested or overlapping candidate object regions that contain the same strong part detections are likely to receive the same object score. To improve localization, we include a number of region-based features in the boosted feature vectors. We further improve localization by repredicting the region-proposed bounding box using part detection locations.
Region-Based Features
We experiment with a variety of features computed over the proposed regions. Our base system uses the only object shape and the size and aspect ratio features, along with the part detector scores.
Capturing object shape. To capture the rough shape of the contents of each region, we compute HOG features on an 8Â8 cell grid over the region mask. We then collect the features for each of the positive examples (greater than 50 percent overlap with ground truth) and a random sampling of negative regions (less than 35 percent overlap) and train a linear SVM classifier. Including this classifier's prediction in boosting successfully corrects localization errors without resorting to deformation models, allowing us to avoid more complex training and additional optimization during inference.
Size and aspect ratio. We encode size and aspect ratio by adding two values to our region feature vector. The size of the region bounding box is represented by the diagonal length of the region box divided by the diagonal of the image. The aspect ratio is the difference of the logarithms of the width and height of each region bounding box.
Region proposal ranking. We experiment with the use of the category-independent ranking provided by [22] as a feature. To do this, we directly use the rank within a given image as the feature value, starting from 1 for the highest ranked region within an image and increasing by 1 for each successive region.
Second order pooling. We include a second-order pooled SIFT descriptor based on the description in [26] . We first extract dense SIFT features at multiple scales using the vl_phow function included in [27] from each region proposal's bounding box. Next, we apply second-order average-pooling as defined in [26] . The final descriptors from each region are used to train a linear SVM classifier to recognize regions with 50 percent intersection over union with ground truth. The SVM output is used as the final feature value.
Color and texture. We represent the color and texture with bag of words style features. We extract texture features [28] for each pixel and learn a 256 center codebook with k-means clustering. Similarly for color, we sample each pixel for its LAB values and learn a 128 center codebook. Finally, we train a linear SVM classifier to recognize the BoW histograms for each category and use the SVM confidence as the final feature values.
Repredicting Object Boxes
We use the predicted part locations to vote for a refined object bounding box. Each part casts an independent vote that is pooled with a learned weighted average. The weighting captures how well each part can predict the full bounding box. We assume part detections to be from the highest scoring configuration within the box.
First, we learn to predict the object box independently for each part p. Let d 2 ½1; 2 denote the top left and bottom right corners of a bounding box, g i;d denote the coordinates of the ground truth corner d of example i, c i;p and jjb i;p jj denote the center coordinates and diagonal length of part p's highest scoring detection confined by g i;d 8d respectively, and P ðy ¼ 1jS i;p Þ denote the probability of a part's detection being correctly localized given its score, as in Section 3.4. We collect the normalized x-y offset vectors per example in (8) , compute the average offsets across all training examples weighted by P ðy ¼ 1jS i;p Þ in (9), then output a predicted box corner given any detection location and scale with (10) .
Average Offset :
Predicted Box :
We account for left/right orientations by flipping the image during both test and training depending on the part detection's configuration, then compute the offset. Finally, we find a relative weighting to combine the votes of all parts. We learn two weight vectors A p;d per part for each corner. Given the part weights, we can compute the final predicted box sides for example i with
where is the element-wise product of two x-y coordinate vectors and the fraction here is an element-wise division.
To learn the weights A, we minimize the squared error between the predicted box and the the ground truth box g i for each example. We normalize the prediction error by the ground truth box's diagonal (denoted jjg i jj below) to account for different object sizes
EXPERIMENTS
In Section 6.1, we evaluate individual part detectors. We show that our part detectors are discriminative and provide good localization of object parts, despite not being trained from part annotations. In Section 6.2, we evaluate our Boosted Collection of Parts (BCP) detection system that uses the parts and investigate many of its design decisions. The system outperforms other HOG-based systems on deformable objects, such as dogs and cat, but falls short on other categories, especially more rigid objects or those not amenable to bottom-up region proposals. Dataset. We use the standard PASCAL VOC2010 detection dataset [29] to evaluate our method. To validate the individual components our method, we use a diverse subset of categories from the train/val split: "aeroplane", "bicycle", "boat", "cat", "dog", and "sofa". We evaluate the spatial consistency of our parts on the poselet keypoint annotations [30] . We report and compare our overall detection performance to other part-based methods on all 20 categories on both the train/val and trainval/test splits.
Part Validation
We validate our refined part detectors' performance and spatial consistency for the first 40 parts chosen by our part selection procedure. Fig. 5 visualizes some of the learned parts, showing that a diverse set of parts is learned and that most models consistently localize a specific piece/view of the object. In Figs. 6 and 7 we show visualizations of correctly and incorrectly detected parts overlaid on images. Even incorrect detections often correspond to analogous parts or can be explained by local appearance.
Baselines. We compare our part refinement procedure to three baselines in Table 1 . "Initial Exemplar" trains exemplar models on the initial sampled patches using exemplar-SVM. "Refined: All-In" uses a patch from every object example in the latent SVM training. "Refined: Keypt" trains parts using poselet annotations, where each example is aligned by minimizing the mean squared distance to the annotated keypoints of the initial exemplar, using our implementation of the part learning outlined in [10] . We also compare to keypoint localization from the latent parts in the DPM [3] . Our method trains each latent SVM part model on a subset of object examples that fit the model, either imposing spatial consistency constraints ("Refined: App+Spat.") or not ("Refined: App").
Detection performance. We create a measure called partAP to evaluate part discrimination while ignoring localization error. Average precision is computed while considering any detections that are 80 percent within a positive bounding box as true positives and any detections in images without positive objects as false positives. There is no penalty for duplicate positive detections.
Spatial consistency. To evaluate spatial consistency, we measure each part's ability to predict the keypoint Fig. 5 . Averages of patches from the top 15 detections on the held-out validation set for a random sampling of the parts trained for each category on the PASCAL VOC2010 training set. Note the diversity and spatial consistency of most parts. For dogs, different parts on similar portions of the face seem to account for differences across breeds. Some parts correspond to the face (left), others to the whole object (next to left), and others to a small detail, such as the eye or nose.
annotations of [30] . Since these keypoints were not used to train our detectors, we compute the offset of each keypoint relative to a part as the median x; y offset values of the 15 highest scoring detections on the training set. Then for each part, we collect the highest scoring detection that overlaps with the positive ground truth example, predict the keypoints using the offsets, and measure the error as the euclidean distance to the ground truth annotation. We count a ground truth keypoint as recalled if the error is less than 10 percent of the object diagonal. Finally, we compute the average precision of correctly detecting each keypoint. We repeat this process for each part, and summarize the results in two ways: (1) We take the mean average precision of the top three keypoint types for each part and then average over all parts (called 3KP). This gives a measure of the average spatially consistency of the parts. (2) For each keypoint type, we select the maximum AP over all of the parts and average over keypoints (maxKP). This gives a summary of how well a collection of parts can correctly localize all keypoints.
Discussion of results. In Table 1 , we confirm that models trained with a single exemplar are unable to generalize to many examples, leading to poor detection performance and consistency. The baseline "all-in" refinement Fig. 7 . All confidently detected parts from an incorrect category are overlaid on each image. Visualizations of incorrect detections typically yield intuitive explanations. Dog face parts are detected on the cat; sheep-standing-right parts are detected on the cow-standing-right; an airplane tail is hallucinated out of the skyline and edge of the van windshield; bicycle wheels are detected on the motorbike. Fig. 6 . All confidently detected parts the target category are overlaid on each image. As can be seen, parts are typically well-localized, and the most distinctive pieces of the object such as the animal face or vehicle wheels are detected in a manner robust to occlusion.
procedure produces discriminative parts but has lower spatial consistency, often by a significant margin. Forcing the "all-in" model to simultaneously capture multiple modes of appearance leads to a less coherent model. In contrast, our selective refinement procedure is more finely tuned because it is allowed to choose examples from a single mode of appearance. The effective localization of our part models is qualitatively evinced in Fig. 6 . We also find that including a spatial consistency measure for part selection improves keypoint prediction for more rigid objects, such as bicycles and aeroplanes, but tends to decrease the partAP, especially for deformable objects, because the models are not able to include as many examples in training.
Training part models using keypoint annotations ("Refined: Keypt") leads to a slight increase in keypoint localization but substantially decreases discrimination (partAP). The keypoint localization from latent DPM parts is also comparably effective for more rigid objects, though much worse for deformable objects. Latent parts are always detected jointly in the DPM, so it is not possible to evaluate partAP for individual parts. Joint training of our part models may improve the performance of our proposed object detector, but would remove the advantages of flexibility and extensibility.
Detection Validation 6.2.1 Overall Performance
In Table 2 , we compare the performance of our Boosted Collection of Parts classifier to DPM(v4) [3] and Poselets [4] on the PASCAL VOC test set. Our method outperforms for the highly deformable "cat" and "dog" categories, performs comparably on several categories, and substantially underperforms on some such as "car" and "person". The excellent performance on deformable categories is likely due to our region proposals and spatially unconstrained part detectors.
Poor performance on some categories is due to failure of the region proposals (e.g., for "bottle") and lack of a spatial model and jointly trained detector parameters (for "car" and "person"). Preliminary experiments indicate that grouping parts based on spatial consistency, rather than simply pooling in proposed regions, leads to large improvements for these categories.
It is also important to understand how detector performance varies with the number of object examples. In Fig. 8 , we compare to DPM on the validation set while varying the number of object examples in the training set. In these results, we reduce localization criterion to 0.1 intersection/union and ignore duplicate detections to focus on detection accuracy, rather than precise bounding box localization. All part detectors are re-trained on the subset. Our detectors seem to have a slight advantage when fewer examples are available, with DPM often beginning to outperform as more examples become available. The advantage with few examples may be due to our part models being trained individually, thus with fewer tied parameters. Both detectors continue to reap strong benefits from additional examples, even as the training supply is exhausted. Note that the results on the test set (Table 2 ) are produced after training with both training and validation sets, so they represent performance when more examples are available.
Not all errors matter equally, and detectors with similar error rates may behave differently. In Fig. 9 we analyze the fraction of top detections that are due to different types of false positives, using the analysis tools of Hoiem et al. [25] . Both systems have a comparable number of false positives, but our system arguably makes more sensible mistakes. DPM confuses with background more often, while our model confuses more with similar categories. We believe the reduced confusion with background is because our part models can select a small subset of examples for training and, thus, learn tighter appearance models, while every example is used to train one DPM component. Note that detection performance in this paper differs from that of our earlier version [2] . The primary differences are due to the slightly different composition of region features and the use of cross validation for SVM learning parameters. Further, small variations are due to randomness in the training procedure.
Analysis of Design Decisions
Classifier comparison. Table 3 (left) shows that our boosted sigmoid classifier ("Sigmoids") outperforms a linear SVM classifier and a more standard boosted decision stubs (weak learners are thresholded features) classifier (called "Stubs"). Each classifier is trained using 40 parts per category with region shape features and bounding box relocalization. The linear SVM's decision boundary is too simple, causing it to underperform on both the training and test sets. In contrast, the boosted stub's sharp threshold transitions hurt generalization. By smoothing the transition boundary with the sigmoid, we find a good balance between expressiveness and generalization. The sigmoid classifier is trained on the same examples used to learn the part models, so using leave-one-out scores from the part models tends to produce better results than direct scores, likely by reducing overfitting.
Bounding Box Relocalization. Table 3 (right) shows that our bounding box relocalization greatly improves performance when using the standard 0.5 intersection/union localization criterion but makes a much smaller difference when a weaker localization criterion is used, as might be expected. Fig. 9 . Fraction of top N detections (N = number of positive instances) due to localization error (blue), similar categories (red), dissimilar categories (green), background (orange), and correct (cyan) using analysis code from [25] . For each category, the first row is our method; the second row, DPM [3] . Our method consistently has less confusion with background and more confusion with similar objects. Region Features. The region features, however, make a large difference for both localization criteria, as seen in Table 3 . Fig. 10 compares performance when using different types of region features. Our base system uses aspect ratio, relative size, and shape features. Additional features include color/texture ("c/t"), second order pooling on dense SIFT features ("o2p"), and the rank information from the object proposals ("r"). We note that the improvement provided by each additional feature is often limited due to overlapping signal with other used features. For most categories, including color/texture and dense sift features improve performance by 0.5-2.5 percent AP.
Multiresolution Part Detectors. Table 4 compares the performance of using multiresolution part models in conjunction with several combinations of region features. Unlike in [23] , we use the high and low resolution filters in all cases. Noticeable improvements can be seen in categories with distinct high-frequency patterns (train, cats, bicycles, and motorbikes), though performance decreases for some categories, possibly due to the difficulty of learning a larger number of parameters.
Part Sharing. The simple part sharing strategy described in Section 4 significantly improves results (Table 5) , mainly by reducing confusing with similar categories (Fig. 11) . Often, parts from a similar category are used as negative Single numbers indicate percent AP evaluation. For comparing localization performance, the first number reports AP without localization errors by using 10 percent bounding box overlap, and the second with 50 percent overlap. Underlined numbers indicate cases where DPM outperforms evidence. For example, a strong detection from a motorbike part is evidence that the given region is not a bicycle. In this way, the pooled parts engage in competition more than "sharing". Part selection. In Fig. 12 , we compare performance as we vary the number of selected parts. Most of the gains are achieved within the first 10 parts. Performance on the training set continues to improve, but the gains on the validation set with additional parts are very slight in most cases. Often, our refinement procedure will cause two initially different exemplar templates to converge to more similar models, which may reduce the benefits from including more parts.
In Fig. 13 , we compare our average max precision selection criterion to alternative selection strategies: taking the parts with the individually highest partAP scores ("no diversity"), taking top-scoring parts but discarding those with greater than 0.5 cosine similarity of weights to higherranked parts, as suggested by Juneja et al. [8] ("cosine diversity"); or randomly selecting parts ("random selection"). Each bar reports the AP of the alternative part selection minus the AP of our method (so negative means that the alternative performs worse). All systems are trained the same way, except that a different criterion is used to select which 40 parts are refined. The differences are usually within two percent, suggesting that part selection criteria have only a weak impact. In further analysis (not displayed), we found that our AMP selection makes a larger difference when few parts are selected, but the gap narrows as the number of selected parts increases.
Impact of region proposals. Like many recent approaches, we use bottom-up proposals to generate object candidates, which allows efficient use of pooled features. We use Endres and Hoiem [22] proposals, which localize most objects within a small number of proposals, but other methods such as [31] , [32] , [33] could also be considered. In Table 6 , we analyze the upper bound of improvement due to better region proposals by including ground truth segmentations (provided by [34] ) as candidate regions. The improvement is substantial for some categories, such as "bottle," that are often missed by the bottom-up proposals and even for some, such as "horse" that have high recall with the original proposals. One surprising finding is that recall after non-maximum suppression is much lower than recall of original regions. We use the same non-maximum suppression scheme as DPM [3] , removing a detection if more than 50 percent of its bounding box area is covered by a previous detection. Because our max-pooling of part scores creates a bias for larger regions, this sometimes results in removal of correct smaller detections. We believe large performance gains are possible with better part grouping strategies, which is supported by preliminary experiments.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We present a framework to automatically learn a diverse collection of discriminative parts. Our parts achieve high spatial consistency, as demonstrated by Poselet keypoint evaluation and qualitative results, without requiring partlevel annotations for training. We apply the part models to object detection. Our detectors compare well to prior work on the most deformable categories but underperform for many others. Our method seems to have fewer confusions with background than DPM and to have a slight advantage when few training examples are available. Our experiments indicate that large improvements are possible by using parts from multiple categories and likely by improving our simplistic part pooling strategy. We also tried using multiresolution parts and adding region-based features, but found little benefit. Part sharing model is denoted with +Sh. The model is using the final combination of region-based features as described above.
One original goal of our approach was to create individual part models that could bootstrap learning of new categories. It is now less clear whether explicit parts are important for such shared representations, or whether lower-level sharing provided by CNN [17] provide the same benefit in a more general framework. The explicit correspondence between instances is more clearly important for pose estimation and detailed affordance or attribute prediction, and using our learned parts for such tasks is a promising direction for future work. On the left half of the table from left to right, we show 50 percent intersection over union recall values on val for regions, for BCP with nms, and for BCP with nms and ground truth regions (artificial 100 percent region recall). We compare the percent AP for pre and post ground truth insertion on the right.
